Errata  by unknown
ERRATA 
Vol. 14, No. 3 (1969), in the article, "Transformatioaal Classes of 
Grammars," by C. P. Schorr, pp. 252-277: 
The property II2 in the Definition (4.3), o1~ pp. 260-261, should read: 
I 
g~ f l , ,ge  
A~I , 2 
fPKA,~ "2 
R2 relative to the pullback 
in e, if f~ is surjective, then so is g-'. 
The Theorem (8.4) on p. 274 should read: 
There is an effective procedure for determining, iven a strictly length- 
preserving homomorphism ~: G -+ (} of context-free grammars, whether 
is injective. 
Vol. 14, No. 2 (1969), in the article, "Optimum Spatial Filter and Un- 
certainty," by Hidemitsu Ogawa and Yoshinori Isomiehi, pp. 180-216: 
Eq. (19), p. 186, should read, 
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Eq. (84), p. 201, should read, 
k( , )  
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,- = tt II tl h, 0 _<_ ,- <_ R ,  ,, = ( , ,  - 2 ) /2 .  
Eq. (91), p. 202, should read, 
( - )2  w'nA j .  (J~e - (~  - 1) . .¢ / /4 )  . 
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Eq. (D. 15), p. 214, should read, 
(-- 1)~2 v/nAj.x cos (Rp -- (n -- 1)7r/4) 
~--  ~/~a.  (/~p)'+'/~ : p - '  ~ (D.15) 
